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Many plant processes depend on differential gene expression, which is generally
controlled by complex proteins called transcription factors (TFs). In peach, 1533 TFs
have been identified, accounting for about 5.5% of the 27,852 protein-coding genes.
These TFs are the reference for the rest of the Prunus species. TF studies in Prunus have
been performed on the gene expression analysis of different agronomic traits, including
control of the flowering process, fruit quality, and biotic and abiotic stress resistance.
These studies, using quantitative RT-PCR, have mainly been performed in peach, and
to a lesser extent in other species, including almond, apricot, black cherry, Fuji cherry,
Japanese apricot, plum, and sour and sweet cherry. Other tools have also been used in
TF studies, including cDNA-AFLP, LC-ESI-MS, RNA, and DNA blotting or mapping. More
recently, new tools assayed include microarray and high-throughput DNA sequencing
(DNA-Seq) and RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq). New functional genomics opportunities
include genome resequencing and the well-known synteny among Prunus genomes and
transcriptomes. These new functional studies should be applied in breeding programs
in the development of molecular markers. With the genome sequences available, some
strategies that have been used in model systems (such as SNP genotyping assays and
genotyping-by-sequencing) may be applicable in the functional analysis of Prunus TFs as
well. In addition, the knowledge of the gene functions and position in the peach reference
genome of the TFs represents an additional advantage. These facts could greatly facilitate
the isolation of genes via QTL (quantitative trait loci) map-based cloning in the different
Prunus species, following the association of these TFs with the identified QTLs using the
peach reference genome.
Keywords: Prunus spp., breeding, gene regulation, transcription factors, flowering time, fruit quality, abiotic
stress, biotic stress
Introduction
Transcription is a complex process in which a DNA strand provides the information for the
synthesis of an RNA strand, which transfers the genetic information required for protein synthesis
(Watson et al., 2014).
RNA molecules include coding and non-coding RNA. Protein-coding RNA is also called
messenger RNA (mRNA) and makes up around 5% of the total RNA in plants. Non-coding RNA
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includes non-regulatory RNA and is composed of ribosomal
RNA (rRNA, up to 85%) and transfer RNA (tRNA, around 15%).
In addition, non-coding RNA includes regulatory RNA (less
than 5%) with the group of small RNAs (sRNAs); small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs) involved in mRNA and tRNA processing; small
interfering RNA (siRNA) and micro RNA involved in mRNA
translation; and small cytoplasmic RNA (scRNA) and piwi-
interacting RNA (piRNA), with a variable and uncertain function
(Figure 1) (Atkins et al., 2011; Watson et al., 2014).
The coding and noncoding-regulatory RNAs are the main
molecules involved in the transcription process. This molecule
occurs in a highly selective process in which individual genes
(monocistronic transcription) are transcribed only when their
products, the respective proteins, are required for a cell, a
group of cells, or an organ, as a result of spatial and temporal
plant growth and development control. The enzymes responsible
for transcription in living organisms, including plants, are
called RNA polymerases (RNAPs). Plants contain the following
four distinct RNA polymerase enzymes, each responsible for
synthesizing a different RNA molecule: RNA polymerase I
(larger rRNAs); RNA polymerase II (pre mRNAs, snoRNAs -
small nucleolar RNAs-, snRNAs, miRNAs); RNA polymerase
III (scRNAs, tRNAs, smaller rRNAs); and RNA polymerase
IV (siRNAs), which is specific to plants (Kornberg, 2007;
Krishnamurthy and Hampsey, 2008). The point on the DNA
to which an RNA polymerase enzyme binds prior to initiating
transcription is called the promoter. Yet this enzyme is not
capable of recognizing promoter regions and requires the help
of a large variety of accessory proteins called transcription factors
(TFs) (Karp, 2008; Krishnamurthy and Hampsey, 2008).
TFs are proteins that bind a specific DNA sequence and
thereby regulate the expression of target genes (Krishnamurthy
and Hampsey, 2008). TF/RNAP interaction is thus necessary
to form what is also known as the pre-initiation complex to
start the transcription process. The same TFs can be involved
in the transcription process as co-activators, acting in chromatin
remodeling, histone acetylation and nucleic acid methylation,
thus up- and down-regulating gene expression (Kornberg, 2007;
Watson et al., 2014).
TFs are crucial for the action of the RNAPs, but they have
mainly been studied in the case of mRNAs and RNA polymerase
II. All major processes of life depend on differential gene
expression, which is generally controlled by these TFs (Kornberg,
2007; Karp, 2008; Atkins et al., 2011). The first TFs were described
in plants in the 1980s, yet only around 1400 scientific articles
about TFs had been published by the year 2000. In the last
14 years, however, with the newly available strategies and tools
for molecular studies, TF studies have increased exponentially.
Indeed, more than 13,000 articles have been published in plants
during this time period. In the case of Prunus species, TF studies
have also increased exponentially since 2001. This is indicative
of how much remains to be done in order to discover and better
understand the real function of TFs and how they influence the
main characteristics of agronomical importance in Prunus spp.
(Figure 2).
Two main plant TF databases are currently available
online: the Plant Transcription Factor Database v3.0 (PlnTFDB)
FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the transcription control in
eukaryotes and Prunus (adapted from Atkins et al., 2011; Watson et al.,
2014).
(http://plntfdb.bio.uni-potsdam.de/v3.0/) of the University of
Potsdam (Germany) (Pérez-Rodríguez et al., 2009) and the
Plant Transcription Factor Database v3.0 (PlantTFDB) (http://
planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/) of the Centre for Bioinformatics of
Peking University (China) (Jin et al., 2014). In general, the
information and terminology is similar in both databases,
although there are some discrepancies, mainly involving the
nomenclature of the different TF families. Information regarding
Prunus TFs, however, is only available in the PlantTFDB
database. According to this database, TFs encoded by the
different plant genomes can be classified into 57 major multigene
families, including 123,497 different TFs identified (Table 1). The
largest families are the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) family, the
ERF (mTERF) family, the MYB family and the NAC family, all
of which have more than 8000 members in this database. The
members/genes of these four super-families of TFs are involved
in a wide range of biological processes, like the control of mtDNA
replication, embryo development, flower and fruit development,
fruit dehiscence, meristem determinacy, cell proliferation and
differentiation, among others (Littlewood and Evan, 1995; Souer
et al., 1996; Roberti et al., 2009) (Table 1).
The purpose of this study was to summarize the information
available from the TF studies in Prunus spp., based on a review of
the bibliography. The availability of the peach genome sequence
(Verde et al., 2013) made it possible to make an inventory
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FIGURE 2 | Number of scientific articles related to Prunus transcription
factors published in the WOK database (Web of Knowledge, http://
apps.webofknowledge.com).
of peach TFs at the whole genome level. This paper also
includes a discussion of themain implications of this information
for the breeding and development of marker-assisted selection
strategies, with particular focus on characteristics of direct
agronomical interest.
Transcription Factors Identified in Prunus
The Prunus genus inside the Rosaceae family and the Rosales
order is widely grown around the world and includes about
230 species, many of which produce edible fruits and seeds
of economic interest (Potter, 2012). Inside this genus, peach
[Prunus persica (L.) Batsch] presents several physiological
and molecular advantages, including self-compatibility, a short
juvenile phase and a small genome size (227.3 Mb). These
characteristics make peach a suitable model species within the
Prunus genus and even within the Rosaceae family (Arús et al.,
2012). The complete peach genome sequence (Peach v1.0) was
recently published (Verde et al., 2013) and is now the reference
genome in these species. Within this genome, 1529 TFs have
been identified to date in the PlantTFDB database, accounting
for about 5.3% of the 27,864 protein-coding genes identified in
peach. This proportion is similar to that described inArabidopsis,
where Riechmann (2006) estimated that of the 26,000 protein-
coding genes, 6.4% were TFs. Among the TF families encoded
by the different plant genomes, around 30 families have more
than 1000 member genes identified in the PlantTFDB database.
With respect to the peach genome, only four families of these
TFs [bHLH; ERF (mTERF); MYB; and NAC] have more than 100
identified members, and just 10 of these TFs have 50 or more
member genes per family (Table 1). As regards the family size
comparison,members of FAR1 aremore abundant thanmembers
in the Arabidopsis and poplar genomes, while ARF, SBP, ARR-
B, CO-like, NF-YA, SRS, BBR/BPC, and LSD families are smaller
(Table 1; Supplementary Material, Table S1).
The information about TFs contained in the PlantTFDB
database was checked in the GDR database (www.rosecae.org),
revealing a wide distribution of the 1529 TFs identified in peach,
with a higher number of TFs (transcripts) on pseudomolecule 1
(312 TFs) (Table 2; Supplementary Material, Table S2).
In fruit trees, including Prunus, understanding how
morphological and phenological traits (flowering timing,
bud dormancy, bud and fruit development, cultivar acclimation,
chilling requirement, among others) behave in different and
changing environments is very important in the search to
identify genotypes with better fruit quality, productivity and
growth potential to be used in breeding programs. Accordingly,
TF studies in Prunus have been performed at the gene expression
level for several agronomic traits, such as control of the flowering
process, tree shape, fruit quality, and drought and disease
resistance, which are found not only in peach, but also in other
Prunus species. These TF studies have mainly been performed in
peach (Table 3) and to a lesser extent in other species, including
almond [P. amygdalus (Batsch) syn. P. dulcis (Miller) Webb],
apricot (P. armeniaca L.), black cherry (P. serotina Ehrh), fuji
cherry (P. incisa Thunb.), Japanese apricot (P. mume Sieb. Et
Zucc.), Japanese plum (P. salicina Lindl), and sour (P. cerasus
L.) and sweet (P. avium L.) cherry (Table 4). TF analyses have
mainly been performed using quantitative RT-PCR to amplify
the known sequences of these TFs. Other tools assayed include
cDNA-AFLP, LC-ESI-MS, and RNA and DNA blotting or
mapping. More recently, new tools assayed include microarray
and high-throughput DNA (DNA-Seq) and RNA (RNA-Seq)
sequencing (Tables 3, 4).
Flowering Date Control
Late flowering is an important agronomic trait for avoiding
spring frost in Prunus species, particularly in the case of
the earlier flowering species such as almond. Furthermore,
the development of cultivars with early flowering has made
Prunus species production a reality in subtropical areas. More
knowledge about the factors involved (TFs) in the control of
dormancy and flowering date can help in the development of new
Prunus genotypes with either later flowering dates and higher
chilling requirements to break dormancy to avoid frost or earlier
flowering dates and lower chilling requirements to be grown in
subtropical areas (peach and Japanese plum) for early production
(Wells et al., 2015).
In the case of Prunus and other woody plants of the Rosaceae
family, such as apple and pear, dormancy is a mechanism
that allows the plants to withstand low temperatures and
acclimate to winter conditions. There is usually a relationship
between flowering date, bud dormancy, and chilling and heat
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TABLE 1 | Transcription factor (TF) families identified in plants and peach available in the PlantTFDB database (http://planttfdb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/).
Family Brief description of function Number of TFs described in First reference
Plants Peach
AP2 (EREBP) Regulate developmental processes 1766 19 Ohme-Takagi and Shinshi, 1995
ARF Regulate the expression of auxins 1914 17 Ulmasov et al., 1997
ARR-B Signal transduction for propagation 914 12 D’Agostino and Kieber, 1999
B3 (ABI3VP1) Seed dormancy/DNA binding 4051 66 Suzuki et al., 1997
BBR/BPC Control of ovule identity 492 4 Santi et al., 2003
BES1 Regulate BR-induced genes 651 9 Yin et al., 2005
bHLH Essential developmental processes 11,428 133 Littlewood and Evan, 1995
bZIP Pathogen defense, light and stress 6258 50 Landschulz et al., 1988
CAMTA (TIG) Regulate CBF2 expression 518 4 Bouché et al., 2002
C2H2 (ZF) Protein-protein interactions 7336 80 Takatsuji, 1999
C3H Regulate embryogenesis 4019 46 Li and Thomas, 1998
CO-like Flowering induction 854 9 Lagercrantz and Axelsson, 2000
CPP Regulate leghemoglobin 594 6 Cvitanich et al., 2000
DBB Photomorphogenis of hypocotyl 764 6 Kumagai et al., 2008
Dof Plant growth and development 2312 26 Yanagisawa, 1997
E2F-DP Control of cell cycle 692 6 Zheng et al., 1999
EIL Ethylene signaling 531 4 Solano et al., 1998
ERF (mTERF) Control of mtDNA replication 8688 107 Roberti et al., 2009
FAR1 Modulate phyA-signaling homeost. 2542 78 Hudson et al., 1999
G2-like Establishment of polarity 3935 36 Eshed et al., 2001
GATA Light-responsive transcription 2229 22 Teakle et al., 2002
GeBP Leaf cell fate and cytokinin response 683 8 Curaba et al., 2003
GRAS Root and shoot development 3915 49 Richards et al., 2000
GRF Regulation of cell expansion 752 10 Kim et al., 2003
HB-other Maintain Homeodomiun functionalit. 987 7 Ariel et al., 2007
HB-PHD Regulate domain of PHDf proteins 160 2 Halbach et al., 2000
HD-ZIP Dimmers to recognize DNA 3436 33 Ariel et al., 2007
HRT-like Developmental and phytohormone 95 1 Raventós et al., 1998
HSF Regulate heat shock expression 1833 21 Fujita et al., 1989
LBD Recognize the cis-element GCGGCG 2779 42 Husbands et al., 2007
LFY Flower development 100 1 Parcy et al., 1998
LSD Regulate plant cell death 402 4 Dietrich et al., 1997
M (MADS-BOX) Floral meristem and organ identity 2978 52 Shore and Sharrocks, 1995
MIKC Floral organ identity determination 2864 28 Nam et al., 2003
MYB Proliferation and differentiation of cell 8746 121 Stracke et al., 2001
MYB-related DNA-binding 6410 55 Kirik and Baumlein, 1996
NAC Plant development and stress response 8133 115 Souer et al., 1996
NF-X1 Protein interactions under stress 146 2 Lisso et al., 2006
NF-YA Control flower timer / drought stress 943 7 Siefers et al., 2009
NF-YB Motifs of H2B histone/ drought stress 1334 14 Siefers et al., 2009
NF-YC Motifs of H2A histone/ drought stress 1018 9 Siefers et al., 2009
Nin-Like Nodule primordial initiation 1002 8 Schauser et al., 1999
NZZ/SPL Control male and female sporogenesis 45 2 Schiefthaler et al., 1999
RAV Ethylene and brassinosteroid response 289 5 Nole-Wilson and Krizek, 2000
S1Fa-like Tissue-specific negative elements 158 5 Zhou et al., 1995
SAP Flower and ovule development 63 1 Byzova et al., 1999
SBP Flower and fruit development 1675 17 Klein et al., 1996
SRS Control GA responses 506 6 Fridborg et al., 1999
STAT Morphogenesis and cell regulation 84 1 Yamada et al., 2008
(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued
Family Brief description of function Number of TFs described in First reference
Plants Peach
TALE Meristem morphogenesis 1797 22 Ariel et al., 2007
TCP Floral zygomorphy, apical dominance 1704 19 Cubas et al., 1999
Trihelix (GT) Fruit and seed development 2599 33 Smalle et al., 1998
VOZ Plant development 227 3 Mitsuda et al., 2004
Whirly Basal and specific defense responses 233 2 Desveaux et al., 2005
WOX Promotion of cell division activity 937 10 Ariel et al., 2007
YABBY Abaxial identity in apical and flower 725 7 Golz and Hudson, 1999
WRKY Biotic and abiotic stress responses 5936 61 Eulgem et al., 2000
Zf-HD Expression pattern of the C4 PEPCase 1066 10 Windhövel et al., 2001
TABLE 2 | Number and distribution of Transcription Factors (TFs) in each pseudomolecule (Scaffold1-8) of the Peach v1.0 genome sequence.
Scaffold 1 Scaffold 2 Scaffold 3 Scaffold 4 Scaffold 5 Scaffold 6 Scaffold 7 Scaffold 8 Others
Total transcription factors 323 (325)a 181 (194) 159 (173) 167 (158) 174 198 (200) 188 (180) 124 (125) 19b (4)
TFs of sequences without isoforms 312 176 155 162 170 195 184 118
Repeated TF sequencesc 9 2 4 3 4 3 4 6
Sequences partially/completely overlapping 2 3 1 2 – – – –
a The putative number of Transcription Factors for each pseudomolecule in the updated peach version according to the assembly refinements described in Verde et al. (2013, 2015) is
reported in brackets.
b Fifteen of these TFs are included within the 8 psudomolecules since the unmapped scaffolds where they are located were mapped according to the assembly refinements described
in Verde et al. (2013) and now included within the 8 pseudomolecules in v2.0 assembly (Verde et al., 2015).
c Mostly alternative transcripts.
requirements (Sánchez-Pérez et al., 2012, 2014). In the case of
peach, several members of the MADS-BOX TF family (MIKC-
DAM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) are differentially expressed and have
been associated with the control of genes responsible for arresting
meristem development, for terminal bud formation and for
bud dormancy (Bielenberg et al., 2008; Jiménez et al., 2009).
In Arabidopsis, MADS-BOX TFs have been identified as being
involved in floral organ identity and in the control of petal,
stamen, and carpel development (Parenicová et al., 2003).
In peach, a group of DAM (dormancy-associated) SVP-
like (Short Vegetative Phase) MADS-BOX TFs located in
the evergrowing (EVG) region has been described as being
responsible for the absence of vegetative endodormancy (Li et al.,
2009; Jiménez et al., 2010). This MADS-BOX domain (from
the founding MCM1, AGAMOUS, DEFICIENS, and SRF TFs)
is a conserved DNA-binding region present in a variety of TFs
representing a large multigene family in plants. In the peach
genome, 79 MADS-BOX TFs have been described, and their
annotation has been manually curated (Verde et al., 2013; Wells
et al., 2015). Many of the genes of the MADS-BOX family are
involved in different steps of flower development, including
flowering time determination (Riechmann and Meyerowitz,
1998); bud dormancy (Leida et al., 2010, 2012; Zhong et al.,
2013); terminal bud formation (Bielenberg et al., 2008; Jiménez
et al., 2009); and flower development (Martin et al., 2006;
Xu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). Yamane et al. (2011)
analyzed the expression of PpDAM5 and PpDAM6 during
flower bud development in peach cultivars with different chilling
requirements, finding that both genes are up-regulated during
flower organ differentiation and then down-regulated during
flower organ enlargement. Similar patterns of expression for
PmDAM5 and PmDAM6 genes were observed in P. mume by
Zhong et al. (2013), suggesting that these genes might contribute
significantly to terminal bud set and dormancy induction and
that their transcript levels could thus provide some sort of
measurement of the specific chilling requirements for dormancy
release.
It has recently been reported that the expression of
DAM 5 and 6 peach genes can be controlled by chromatin
remodeling and modification factors [e.g., a putative SWI3C-
like element of the SWITCH/SUCROSE NONFERMENTING
(SWI/SNF) remodeling complex (ppa001566m); an HDA2-like
histone deacetylase (ppa006590m); and a HAM2-like histone
acetyltransferase (ppa005747m)] that are co-localized in the same
quantitative trait locus (QTL) (Romeu et al., 2014). It is worthy
to note that DAM 6 from peach is regulated at the chromatin
level by demethylation of H3K4, trimethylation of H3K27 and
acetylation ofH3 following chill accumulation (Leida et al., 2012).
In Japanese apricot, different ARF-related TFs appear to
play an important role during the four stages of seasonal bud
dormancy by regulating (both as inducers and repressors) the
transcription of auxin-related genes and, thus, the responsiveness
to auxin. The interaction between ethylene, ABA, and JA in
the transition among the different dormancy phases is worthy
of note (Zhong et al., 2013). In particular, Zhong et al. (2013)
reported that the JA Carboxy 1Methyltransferase, EFR1 and ERF5
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TABLE 3 | Transcription factors (TFs) assayed in peach in the study of different agronomic traits.
Agronomic traits Transcription factor family Analytic tool Reference
Fruit quality Fruit storage AP2/ERF (CBF1,5,6) RT-PCR Liang et al., 2013
Ripening time NAC Fine mapping Pirona et al., 2013
Ripening process AP2/ERF, SBP(CNR), bZIP RT-PCR Lovisetto et al., 2013
Fruit ripening bZIP, AP2/ERF, MADS-BOX RT-PCR; over express. Tadiello et al., 2009; Soto et al., 2012
Aroma development AP2/ERF, NAC, ARF(AUX/IAA) qtr.-PCR Sánchez et al., 2013
Flavonoid biosynthesis bHLH, MYB, NAC, SPL RT-PCR; over-espression; VIGS Ravaglia et al., 2013; Rahim et al., 2014;
Zhou et al., 2015
Split-pit formation MADS-BOX RT-PCR Tani et al., 2007
Split-pit formation MADS-BOX, bHLH RT-PCR Tani et al., 2011
Stone formation MADS-BOX (SHP, STK), NAC (NTS) RT-PCR Dardick et al., 2010
Cold acclimation AP2/ERF, HSF (MYRC), MYB-R RT-PCR Tittarelli et al., 2009
Fruit ripening LIM RT-PCR, Microarray Ziosi et al., 2009
Fruit ripening HD-ZIP, ERF, ARF(AUX/IAA), EIL RT-PCR, Microarray Ziliotto et al., 2008
Trichome formation MYB Mapping, RT-PCR Vendramin et al., 2014
Bud dormancy MADS-BOX (DAM6) RT-PCR Leida et al., 2012
Flowering time Bud dormancy MADS-BOX (DAM4,5,6) RT-PCR Leida et al., 2010
Bud dormancy AP2 RT-PCR Wisnieski et al., 2011
Chilling requirement MADS-BOX (DAM5/6) RT-PCR Jiménez et al., 2010
Terminal bud formation MADS-BOX (MIKC-DAM) Phylogenetic analyses Jiménez et al., 2009
Terminal bud formation MADS-BOX (MIKC-DAM1,2,3,4,5,6) Mapping, RT-PCR Bielenberg et al., 2008
Flower development MADS-BOX RT-PCR, Blotting Xu et al., 2008
Flower development MADS-BOX1/10 Mapping, RT-PCR Zhang et al., 2008
Flower development MADS-BOX RT-PCR Martin et al., 2006
Flower development MADS-BOX (MIKC) RT-PCR Yamane et al., 2011
Flower development LFY RT-PCR An et al., 2012
Bud dormancy MADS-BOX RNA-Seq Wells et al., 2015
Plant Growth Circadian cycle AP2/ERF (CBF/DREB2) RT-PCR Artlip et al., 2013
Nitrogen metabolism DOF DEG Wang et al., 2012
Anthocyanin biosynthesis MYB RT-PCR Zhou et al., 2013
Anther development bHLH, PHD RT-PCR Rios et al., 2013
Stem development TALE (KNOX/KNOPE1) Mapping, RT-PCR Testone et al., 2012
Sugar translocation TALE (KNOX/KNOPE3) RT-PCR Testone et al., 2009
Fruit/seed development ARF (Aux/IAA), ERF, GRAS (DELLA) RT-PCR Ruiz et al., 2013
Response to low temper. AP2/ERF (CBF/DREB), MYB, MYC RT-PCR Bassett et al., 2009
Floral organ formation MYB, AP2 RT-PCR, RLM-RACE Gao et al., 2012a
Leaf coloration MYB RNA-Seq, RT-PCR Zhou et al., 2014
Drought resistance Adaptation to drought NF-YA RT-PCR Eldem et al., 2012
Disease resistance Virus resistance bHLH (MYC) RNA-Seq Rubio et al., 2015
Bacteria resistance AP2/ERF RT-PCR Sherif et al., 2013
Bacteria resistance ERF, MYC RT-PCR Sherif et al., 2012
Bacteria resistance ERF, MYB, bHLH, WRKY RNA-Seq, RT-PCR Socquet-Juglard et al., 2013
Fungal resistance CTF1α and 1β AP-l/CRE1 NIT2 sqRT-PCR Lee et al., 2010
Plant/Virus interaction eEF1A RT-PCR Dubé et al., 2009
Response to biotic stress CHL P RT-PCR Giannino et al., 2004
Virus resistance Translation initiation factor (eIF4E) Mapping Lalli et al., 2005
Fungi infection TALE (KNOX/KNOPE1) RT-PCR Testone et al., 2008
Nematode resistance WRKY Positional cloning Claverie et al., 2011
genes were down-regulated in endodormancy compared with the
paradormancy stage, suggesting a strong interaction between JA
and ethylene in the establishment of dormancy. On the contrary,
two ABA-related genes (ppa006696m and ppa008716m) were
up-regulated in endodormancy and presented lower expression
levels in the paradormancy stage.
Another class of TFs belonging to the CBF family has
been well-documented as being related to cold response and
acclimation in peach, almond, apricot, cherry, and Japanese
apricot (Kitashiba et al., 2002; Owens et al., 2002; Tittarelli et al.,
2009; Li et al., 2009; Barros et al., 2012a,b; Trainin et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2014). CBF proteins belong to the
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TABLE 4 | Transcription factors (TFs) assayed in almond, apricot, black cherry, sweet cherry, Japanese apricot, and Plum in the study of different
agronomic traits.
Species Agronomic traits Transcription factor family Analytic tool Reference
Almond Abiotic stresses Drought resistance bHLH, MYB cDNA-AFLP Alimohammadi et al., 2013
Cold acclimation AP2/EFR (PdCBF1,2) RT-PCR Barros et al., 2012a
Cold acclimation AP2/EFR (PdCBF1,2), RT-PCR Barros et al., 2012b
Cold acclimation AP2/EFR (CBF/DREB1) RNA-Seq, RT-PCR Mousavi et al., 2014
Floral development Ovule emergence MADS-BOX (PdMADS-BOX1,3) RT-PCR Barros et al., 2012b
Flowering time MADS-BOX, LFY Mapping Silva et al., 2005
Meristem development Shoot meristem formation TALE (KNOTTED) RT-PCR Santos et al., 2012
Apricot Chilling requirement Bud dormancy MADS-BOX RT-PCR Trainin et al., 2013
Disease resistance Virus resistance TRAF DNA-Seq Zuriaga et al., 2013
Fruit development Fruit ripening bZIP, MYB-type RT-PCR Manganaris et al., 2011
Cross-pollination Pollen and pistil interactions MYB LC-ESI-MS Feng et al., 2006
Black cherry Floral development Flower morphogenesis MADS-BOX RT-PCR Liu et al., 2010
Fuji cherry Plant growth Somatic embryogenesis E2F-DP, ARF (ABP) RT-PCR Ben Mahmoud et al., 2013
Japan. apricot Plant development Plant development AP2/ERF RT-PCR Du et al., 2013
Abiotic stress Response to low temperatures AP2/EFR (PmCBFa,b) RT-PCR Zhang et al., 2013
Response to low temperatures AP2/EFR (PmCBFb,c) RT-PCR Guo et al., 2014
Fruit development Fruit ripening process NAC RT-PCR Mita et al., 2006
Flower development Pistil development ARF2 RT-PCR Gao et al., 2012b
Bud endodormancy MADS-BOX (MYKC) SSH/MOS Yamane et al., 2008
Japanese Plum Fruit development Fruit ripening process AP2/EREBP RT-PCR El-Sharkawy et al., 2007
Fruit ripening process AP2/EREBP RT-PCR El-Sharkawy et al., 2009
Sour cherry Abiotic stress Freezing tolerance AP2/EFR (CBF1) Heter. expression Owens et al., 2002
Sweet cherry Abiotic stress Freezing tolerance AP2/EFR (CBF/DREB1) PCR, RNA blotting Kitashiba et al., 2002
Seed germination Primary seed dormancy B3 (ABI3/VP1) RT-PCR Stephen et al., 2004
Fruit quality Fruit skin and flesh colors MYB Mapping Sooriyapathirana et al., 2010
Flavonoid biosynthesis bHLH (MYB) RT-PCR Shen et al., 2014
Fruit development AP2, ERF, HB-ZIP, MYB, NAC RNA-Seq Alkio et al., 2014
Floral development Flowering time MADS-BOX RT-PCR Wang et al., 2013
CBF/DRE binding (DREB) sub-family of the Apetala2-ethylene
responsive factor (AP2/ERF) (Nakano et al., 2006). AP2/ERF or
AP2/EREBD (Ethylene Responsive Element Binding Factor) is
a multigene superfamily of TFs that act under different growth
and developmental mechanisms used by plants to respond to
several biological processes and to several types of biotic and
abiotic stresses. This TF family is large but unique to plants, and
the identity of sequences among different AP2/ERF genes has
been estimated to be as low as 13% (Riechmann and Meyerowitz,
1998; Sakuma et al., 2002). This TF family is divided into
three subfamilies: the AP2 family proteins that contain two
repeated AP2/ERF domains; the EREBP genes with a single
AP2/ERF domain (Shigyo et al., 2006); and the RAV family
proteins that contain a B3 domain, which is a DNA-binding
domain conserved in other plant-specific TFs, in addition to the
single AP2/ERF domain (Nakano et al., 2006). Proteins of the
AP2/ERF family have been shown to participate in the regulation
of developmental processes, like flower development, spikelet
meristem determinacy, leaf epidermal cell identity, and embryo
development.
Zhebentyayeva et al. (2014) developed a comprehensive
program to identify genetic pathways and potential epigenetic
mechanisms involved in the control of chilling requirement and
flowering time in peach. In almond, integrating genomic and
transcriptomic approaches, Silva et al. (2005) described several
QTLs (Quantitative Trait Loci) linked to flowering time in an
interspecific F2 almond × peach progeny using a Candidate
Gene approach (CG) including LFY and MADS-BOX TFs.
More recently, two C-repeated binding factor genes in almond
(PdCBF1 and PdCBF2) were analyzed in flower buds and
shoot internodes, showing that PdCBF2 increased in transcript
abundance during cold acclimation, while PdCBF1was expressed
during the summer. Similarly, in P. mume, Guo et al. (2014)
found that the PmCBFa, PmCBFb, and PmCBFc genes were cold
induced, and the mRNA content was higher in the plants after
168 h of low temperature exposure than at 0 h. However, the
mRNA content of PmCBFa and PmCBFb was higher than that
of PmCBFc, especially after 168 h, suggesting fewer transcripts of
this gene in the flower buds of P. mume in late winter. These
results were attributed to the great variation among CBF genes,
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which can explain the variation in cold tolerance among P. mume
populations. Interestingly,CBF-specificCTR/DRE cis elements in
promoters of peach PpDAM 5 and PpDAM 6 genes were also
found, suggesting their association with a CBF-regulon (Barros
et al., 2012b).
In addition to the findings described above, TERMINAL
FLOWER1 (TFL1) and FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) have
been identified as being key regulators of flowering time
and inflorescence development, but with antagonistic functions
(Sánchez-Pérez et al., 2014). In black cherry (Prunus serotina
Ehrh.), Wang and Pijut (2013) cloned two TFL1 homologous
genes that presented high expression levels in shoot tips and
vegetative buds, acting as repressors of floral genes and in
the maintenance of vegetative growth. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that TFL1 interacts with the bZIP transcription
factor FD, repressing the transcription of the FD-dependent
genes AP1 and AG, while FT has an activation effect under
AP1 and AG. Nevertheless, these authors observed that FT
activity was more important in the timing of flowering than
TFL1, suggesting that FT and TFL1 have opposite functions in
regulating flowering time.
Fruit and Seed Development
One of the main objectives of all Prunus breeding programs
has traditionally been to obtain new genotypes with improved
fruit quality according to consumer demand production costs
and processes and distribution logistics. Fruit quality involves an
important group of traits that determine the success of a new
cultivar, such as aroma, solid soluble content (SSC), titratable
acidity, health attributes, and both skin and flesh color, among
other characteristics (Infante et al., 2011). The study of the
implications of the different TF families in the processes related
to fruit quality in the different Prunus species provides new
opportunities for the marker-assisted breeding of genotypes with
more extensive maturity date and the potential to preserve
fruit quality after harvesting. Other opportunities include the
identification of Prunus rootstocks whose endocarp shows less
physical resistance to cracking by natural seed power during the
germination process, which is a desirable characteristic.
Phenolic compounds are the precursors of anthocyanins,
flavones and proanthocyanidin biosynthesis in the flavonoid
pathway (D’Archivio et al., 2007), and these compounds also play
a central role as determinants of fruit quality. Themost important
phenolic compounds are the antioxidant components in fresh
fruit (Vinson et al., 2001). The accumulation of these compounds
in fruit provides essential cultivar differentiation for consumers
and represents an important factor for marketability (Andreotti
et al., 2008). TFs of distinct families have been identified as
regulating the transcription control of the flavonoid pathway.
In this process, R2R3-MYB and basic Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH)
TFs form a complex with WD40 proteins (termed the MBW
complex) to activate the anthocyanin and proanthocyanidin
biosynthetic genes (reviewed in Petroni and Tonelli, 2011). The
MBW complex usually regulates groups of flavonoid biosynthetic
genes, and this regulation is via specific binding to motifs in
the promoters of the pathway genes (Hartmann et al., 2005). In
apple, Espley et al. (2007) have demonstrated that the efficient
induction of anthocyanin production during ripening depends
upon the co-expression of MYB TFs (MdMYB10) and two
bHLH TFs (MdbHLH3 and MdbHLH33). Similarly in peach,
the anthocyanin production occurring at ripening, mainly in
the peel and in the mesocarp around the stone, is regulated by
the coordinated action of MYB10-like and bHLH TFs (Rahim
et al., 2014). Three highly similar MYB10-like genes (named
MYB10.1, 2, and 3) form a small cluster on chromosome 3 and are
closely associated with Ag (anther color), a trait responsible for
pigment accumulation in anthers. Transactivation experiments
identified PpMYB10.1 and PpbHLH3 as the best partners for the
induction of anthocyanin production both in tobacco leaves and
the peachmesocarp, thus indicating that the corresponding genes
are good targets for genetic improvements (Rahim et al., 2014).
Moreover, ppa018744, named MYB10.4, was associated with leaf
red coloration in peach (Zhou et al., 2014). Furthermore, it must
be noted that a major QTL for skin and flesh color has been
mapped in the syntenic region of sweet cherry (Sooriyapathirana
et al., 2010).
In peach (and other Prunus species), color formation due
to anthocyanin accumulation is also important in flower
petals. Pigment accumulation is also regulated by an MYB
TF in the petals, although this MYB TF belongs to a
different group of MYB10s (Uematsu et al., 2014). Nevertheless,
other MYB10-like genes (ppa024617m and ppa010069m) that
remain uncharacterized might be important for anthocyanin
accumulation either in petals or aging leaves (Rahim et al., 2014).
Moreover, ppa018744, named MYB10.4, was associated with leaf
red coloration in peach (Zhou et al., 2014). This fact reveals the
complexity of the regulation of anthocyanin synthesis, but at the
same time it adds more possibilities for the genetic manipulation
of this process.
In sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.), Shen et al. (2014) identified
the PacMYBA gene, an MYB TF, that was associated with
anthocyanin accumulation and that interacted with bHLH TFs to
regulate the expression of anthocyanin pathway genes. Although
the PacMYBA gene was expressed in several organs and tissues,
PacMYBA expression was greatest in the skin of mature fruits and
appeared to be directly up-regulated by ABA production. These
results indicate that ABA production and PacMYBA expression
work together to control anthocyanin synthesis in sweet cherry.
It has been claimed that the MYB TFs play an important role
in other plant growth and developmental processes. Vendramin
et al. (2014) characterized the gene ppa023142m (PpeMYB25)
that encodes an MYB TF, which acts as a positive regulator in
trichome formation and is responsible for the fuzzy skin trait
in peach. These authors identified an insertion of a Ty1-copia
retrotransposon within the PpeMYB25 gene that disrupted the
gene, leading to a recessive loss-of-function mutation underlying
the nectarine phenotype. The involvement of MYB TFs in the
regulation of epidermal cell differentiation and fruit development
was also suggested by Alkio et al. (2014). In analysing the
exocarp-specific transcripts of sweet cherry fruits, these authors
identified the R2R3-MYB Pa_22147 gene, which is also related
to anthocyanin biosynthesis. Another three genes (Pa_08841,
Pa_02691, and Pa_19618) related to ERF TFs were associated
with the regulation of cutin and wax deposition in the exocarp.
In addition to these results, the exocarp-specific Pa_05584 gene,
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an HD-ZIP-related TF, showed high expression levels in later
stages (II and III) of sweet cherry fruit development and played a
consistent role in cuticular lipid and anthocyanin biosynthesis.
Other processes and characteristics related to fruit quality
include fruit development, the potential for fruit storage and the
ripening process. Several TFs have been linked to the control of
these events, including AP2/ERF; SBP (CNR); bZIP; NAC; HD-
ZIP; ARF (and the ARF regulating proteins AUX/IAA); EIL; and
LIM (Trainotti et al., 2007; Ziliotto et al., 2008; Ziosi et al., 2008;
Soto et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2013; Lovisetto et al., 2013; Pirona
et al., 2013). Shigyo et al. (2006) described that the AP2/ERF TFs
act under several biological processes and that these TFsmay play
an important role in fruit growth and development in climacteric
fruits (i.e., peaches, nectarines, and Japanese plums), especially
in the ethylene signal transduction pathway. ERFs are plant-
specific, nucleus-localized proteins. They serve as TFs that bind
conserved motifs in promoter regions of target genes (Zhang
et al., 2012), providing a route for ethylene signal activation at the
level of target gene transcription, suggesting the involvement of
ERFs in the ripening process of climacteric fruits (El-Sharkawy
et al., 2009). The peach transcript model ppa010982m, similar
to the ETHYLENE RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING FACTOR
4 (ERF4) from Arabidopsis, has already been proposed as a
candidate gene for fruit maturation date in different climacteric
Prunus species (Dirlewanger et al., 2012).
Fruit development results in an increase in size through
both cell division and expansion. The SBP genes were first
characterized as SQUAMOSA binding proteins (SBPs) that
regulate the expression of MADS-BOX genes in early flower
development (Klein et al., 1996), and they also play a critical role
in regulating flowering in addition to affecting fruit development
(Manning et al., 2006). An exhaustive analysis of SBP tomato
gene expression revealed that a large proportion of members
were ubiquitously and constitutively expressed (from seedling to
ripe fruit), while other members showed a more differentiated
expression overall (Salinas et al., 2012). In particular, transcripts
of SlySBP12b, SlySBP10 and CNR were highly accumulated in
ripe fruit. In peach, the gene ppa022739m that codes for a
putative TF containing the Squamosa-Promoter Binding Protein
(SBP) domain is located in the region in which the major
QTL controlling fruit maturation time was mapped (Romeu
et al., 2014). On the same locus, the NAC1 ppa008301 has been
proposed as a candidate for controlling the harvest date (Pirona
et al., 2013).
The involvement of the bZIP gene family in fruit ripening
in apricot and peach has also been described by Manganaris
et al. (2011). These authors identified different contigs showing
homology to the protein phosphatase PP2C family members,
such as ABI1 and ABI2, which were only differentially expressed
in apricot. ABI1 has been considered as a negative regulator of
ABA signaling, and in apricot ripening, the expression of PP2C
members was higher than in peach, suggesting a lower sensitivity
of apricot to ABA. ABA signaling is linked to the gene Contig298,
which, besides being homologous to the TF ATB2/bZIP11
belonging to the bZIP family, is also transcribedmore abundantly
in ripe peach and immature apricot. In the fleshy fruit of
apricot and peach, however, the ATB2/bZIP11 function and the
relationship with ABA are not clear. Furthermore, the exogenous
application of jasmonates (JAs) during fruit ripening altered
the level of transcripts of bZIP contig298, which is associated
with developmental regulation (Soto et al., 2012). According to
Lovisetto et al. (2013), the dilated ripening and the enhanced
metabolism of tomato fruit over-expressing the peach bZIP gene
suggests that this gene might participate in ripening regulation,
but its molecular action remains unknown.
Fresh fruit quality is closely linked to the control of senescence
of the fruit. The NAC TFs were derived from the names of
three proteins: NAM (no apical meristem), ATAF1-2, and CUC2
(cup-shaped cotyledon) (Souer et al., 1996). These TFs were
initially recognized as factors implicated in various processes
of plant development, such as in the response to pathogens
and viral infections. More recently, the NAC TFs have been
reported to play an essential role in regulating cell division
and cell senescence. In the analysis of two populations of
peach, segregating for a maturity date locus, Pirona et al.
(2013) identified a variant NAC gene (PpNAC1, ppa008301m)
on chromosome 4 that was shown to co-segregate with the fruit
maturity locus, suggesting this gene as a candidate for controlling
ripening time in peach. This gene has been shown to interact with
a second NAC, mapped on chromosome 5 and named BLOOD
(BL), because it is responsible for the blood-flesh trait (Zhou
et al., 2015). The heterodimer BL/PpNAC1 transactivates the
expression of the abovementioned PpMYB10.1 gene, thus leading
to anthocyanin production in the mesocarp of BL/BL and BL/bl
genotypes. The activity of the BL/PpNAC1 heterocomplex is
repressed by PpSLP1, an SBP encoded by a gene whose expression
ceases at ripening, thus allowing PpMYB10.1 transcription and
the resulting anthocyanin accumulation (Zhou et al., 2015). In
sweet cherry, Alkio et al. (2014) also identified an NAC gene
related to fruit ripening.
The involvement of ARFs and their cognate proteins
(Aux/IAA proteins) in peach and apricot fruit ripening has
been widely studied (Trainotti et al., 2007; Bonghi et al., 2011;
Manganaris et al., 2011). Nonetheless, only four of the 17
ARF genes present in the peach genome have been studied.
The role of these TFs in the early phases of fleshy fruit
development must therefore be investigated, just as it has
recently been deeply examined in tomato (Zouine et al., 2014).
In fact, the expression of tomato ARFs has been found to
sharply increase upon pollination/fertilization. Given the role of
auxin signaling in the fruit set process (De Jong et al., 2009;
Devoghalaere et al., 2012), the dynamics of the expression pattern
of tomato ARFs is indicative of their putative involvement in
mediating auxin responses during the flower-to-fruit transition.
Genome-wide expression profiling using RNA-Seq has revealed
that tomato ARF genes are regulated by both ethylene and
auxin, suggesting the potential contribution of these genes to the
convergent mechanism between the signaling pathways of these
two hormones. To reinforce this theory of co-operation between
auxin and ethylene in the control of fruit ripening, it is worthy
to note that the ppa003113m gene, similar to ETHYLENE-
INSENSITIVE3-LIKE 3 (EIL3), together with genes related to
auxin synthesis and ARFs (ppa002986m, ppa001557m, and
ppa002082m), has been located in a region containing a peach
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QTL associated with fruit ripening time (chromosome 6) (Romeu
et al., 2014). It is worth remembering that the expression of
softening-related genes, such as Endopolygalacturonase (PpPG)
and Expansin3 (PpExp3) in peach fruits, is regulated by ethylene
at the transcriptional level (Hayama et al., 2006) and is required
for the progression of the fruit softening process. Fruit softening
is essential for fruit quality, yet the control of this process is
very important for extending the shelf life of post-harvest fruits,
especially in peach, nectarine, plum, and apricot.
In peach, the LIM gene has also been associated with changes
in firmer flesh that contribute to the regulation of the cell
wall structure under signaling by MJ. In peach fruits where
JAs were exogenously applied, Ziosi et al. (2008) identified a
ripening delay due to a possible interference with ripening and
stress-related genes. It was supposed that LIM TF may alter
the phenylpropanoid pathway in MJ-treated fruit, leading to
an accumulation of lignin precursors, contributing to cell wall
strengthening and acting in the process of delaying ripening in
peaches. In the case of Prunus species, lignification is a crucial
event during fruit development, taking into account that the
fruit is a drupe. Endocarp lignification plays a critical role from
a practical point of view, because peach varieties showing a
phenotype called “split pit,” where the endocarp does not seal
along the suture, have seeds that are more vulnerable to pests and
disease.
On the other hand, during early phases of peach fruit
development, simultaneous activation of the lignin and flavonoid
pathways in the mesocarp and endocarp has been detected
(Dardick et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2011), while in later phases, high
spatial specificity in terms of transcripts, protein and metabolite
accumulation has been observed. In fact, in the endocarp, the
activation of genes involved in the lignin pathway is accompanied
by a repression of genes responsible for flavonoid metabolism,
while in the epicarp and mesocarp, these two pathways are
regulated in the opposite manner (Dardick and Callahan, 2014).
This result suggests that drupe patterning is controlled by a highly
coordinated gene network. On the basis of expression profile
data, it can be seen that a pivotal role is played in this network by
the same TFs that control dehiscence in Brassica species (Dardick
et al., 2010). Dardick et al. observed that the expression of the
peach homologs of SHATTERPROOF (SHP), SEEDSTICK (STK),
and FRUITFUL (FUL), three MADS-BOX genes, was spatially
controlled and was restricted to the endocarp for SHP and STK,
while FUL transcript accumulation was higher in the mesocarp
but constitutively low in the endocarp. This observation is
consistent with the theory of a possible role of these genes
in delimiting endocarp lignification margins, as demonstrated
in the Arabidopsis thaliana silique (Ferraìndiz et al., 2000).
Furthermore, Tani et al. (2007) found that SHP expression in a
split pit resistant variety was lower during the lignification stage,
while FUL expression was significantly elevated in the sensitive
variety during later stages of fruit growth.
In the endocarp, expression of SHP and STK is higher until
the onset of lignin accumulation. Later on, this event is paralleled
by the expression of a peach homolog of NST1 (No Secondary
wall Thickening), an NAC TF that rapidly accumulates along
with secondary metabolism and cell wall biosynthesis genes, as
observed in Arabidopsis (Mitsuda et al., 2005). In addition to
these genes, the expression of a peach homolog of SPATULA
(SPT), a bHLHTF involved in the control of siliqua valve identity
(Groszmann et al., 2011), is consistent with a role in specifying
endocarp margins (Tani et al., 2011). Collectively, these data
imply that highly similar pathways likely control development in
both Prunus and Brassica fruits. Studies of this characteristic raise
two contrasting perspectives. On the one hand, the “split pit”
phenotype is not wanted because it enhances seed vulnerability,
and furthermore, for canning peach cultivars, the “split pit”
also creates problems during industrial peach processing. On
the other hand, however, while some peach cultivars have a
high percentage of germination without mechanically cracking
the endocarp, in some peach rootstocks, the endocarp suture is
so adhered/lignified that it creates a physical barrier, and seed
germination is drastically reduced without mechanical endocarp
cracking to release the seeds followed by stratification. To further
complicate the situation, the SHP/PLENA peach gene is involved
not only in flower development but also in the activation of the
ripening process by regulating the expression of ripening-related
genes (Tadiello et al., 2009). This is similar to the role played
by TAGL1, the tomato ortholog of SHP/PLENA (Vrebalov et al.,
2009). Fine-tuning the functions in which this peach gene is
involved is therefore a demanding task for breeders.
Resistance to Biotic Stresses
Breeding for pest and disease (biotic stress) resistance is another
important breeding objective in Prunus. In this sense, knowledge
about the molecular basis of resistance to different pathogens and
the role of the different TFs in this process is of critical interest in
the development of efficient breeding strategies and markers for
selection.
The involvement of the pathogen resistant genes PR1 (Pp-
PR1a, Pp-PR1b) and three PR5s (Pp-TLP1, Pp-TLP2, and Pp-
TLP3) in the resistance to Xanthomonas arboricola pv. pruni in
peach was investigated by Sherif et al. (2012), who verified an
induction of PR genes in response to bacterial infection. In this
case, the interaction of both signaling molecules and TF MYC2
(JA signaling), ERF (JA/ET signaling), WRKY (SA signaling),
and TGA (SA signaling), is determinant in mediating resistance
against this pathogen. Lee et al. (2010) investigated the role of
the CUTINASE gene (MfCUT1) in wild-type (WT) andMfCUT1-
overexpressing transformants of M. fructicola and described
several TFs that may be involved in the redox regulation of
MfCUT1 expression. The presence of NIT2 in the MfCUT1
promoter region indicates a possible effect of starvation as a form
of nitrogen limitation that may regulate MfCUT1 expression,
because NIT2 is a nitrogen metabolic regulator and mediates
the repression of its target genes when primary nitrogen sources
are available. Another TF involved in the response to MfCUT1
expression is an AP-l protein (Activator Protein) that has been
linked to signal transduction pathways coupled with oxidative
stress.
In peach leaves inoculated with X. arboricola pv. pruni,
Sherif et al. (2013) also identified three genes that encode
ERF repressors, PpERF12, PpERF3a, and PpERF3b, which
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showed higher induction in the susceptible peach genotype
evaluated than in the resistant one. These results suggest a
negative role for these genes in disease resistance. In additional
analyses, transgenic Nicotiana tabacum plants overexpressing
PpERF3ba1EAR showed less disease symptoms than either
plants overexpressing the full-length gene or WT plants,
suggesting that the resistance of PpERF3ba1EAR plants is
associated with the enhanced induction of pathogenesis-related
(PR) genes.
In addition, the transcriptome analysis of peach leaves
inoculated with X. arboricola pv pruni revealed a total of six
potential ERF TFs, but only one was up-regulated at 2 h post-
inoculation (hpi) (Socquet-Juglard et al., 2013). Furthermore, the
gene ppa006485m, which is similar to a gene encoding aMitogen-
activated protein kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK15), was down-
regulated, while the genes ppa015973m and ppa018075m, which
could putatively belong to the MYB and WRKY family TFs,
respectively, were both up-regulated at 12 hpi. These authors
also identified three genes similar to bHLH TFs. One of these
genes (ppa017640m) was differentially expressed at 2 hpi, and
two (ppb012603m and ppa022385m) were differentially expressed
at 12 hpi. Furthermore, another four genes (ppa012687m,
ppa012737m, ppa012242m, and ppa011359m) belonging to zinc
finger families were identified and linked to basal defense against
pathogen attacks.
To look at another example, the root-knot nematode (RKN)
belonging to the Meloidogyne genus is among the parasites that
cause the greatest damage to the roots of Prunus trees around
the world. In “Myrobalan plum” rootstocks (P. cerasifera), the
Ma gene that confers complete-spectrum resistance to RKN was
cloned and characterized by Claverie et al. (2011) as a TNL1
(TIR-NBS-LRR) gene, which contains five post-LRR (PL) exons
and a conserved core motif [CG(a)RL(a)Y], similar to theWRKY
transcription factor motif (WRKYGQK) from RRS1 identified
by Deslandes et al. (2002). The similarity of the PL domains
of TNL1 to the WRKY TFs implied that the key targets of the
RKN species could be WRKY TFs (Claverie et al., 2011), due to
their role as central components of many aspects of the innate
immune system of the plant in addition to their basal effects
on defense, systemic acquired resistance and plant development
(Rushton et al., 2010). The new discoveries about TNL-WRKY
protein involvement in plant pathogen resistance open up the
possibility of identifying more RKN resistance genes in different
Prunus species.
Finally, Plum pox virus (PPV, sharka disease) has been
the most studied virus affecting Prunus species. From the
genomics point of view, Zuriaga et al. (2013) identified TRAF
transcriptional regulators as the genes responsible for resistance
in apricot. More recently, Rubio et al. (2015) demonstrated
that early PPV infection in peach leaves was associated with an
induction of TFs related to pathogen resistance by jasmonic acid
(JA). The increase in JA levels leads to a degradation of JAZ
proteins and then to the depression ofMYC2 (and its redundant
homologs MYC3 and MYC4), bHLH TFs that play a central
role in JA signaling, resulting in the transcriptional activation
of downstream target genes (Katsir et al., 2008). Rodamilans
et al. (2014) also described the role of the previously mentioned
NBS-LRR genes in the hypersensitive response to PPV in Japanese
plum.
Resistance to Abiotic Stresses
Drought, salinity and low temperatures are considered the
most important abiotic stresses limiting fruit production and
quality in Prunus. Identifying the genes and TFs related to
these abiotic stresses, and understanding how gene expression
is controlled under these conditions, could represent an
important contribution for better managing plants, as well as
for reducing the negative impact these stresses cause in fruit
production. According to Eldem et al. (2012) the responses to
drought stress are regulated at the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels, and miRNAs have been identified as
important gene regulators at post-transcriptional levels. These
researchers characterized different miRNAs whose targets were
various TF genes [NFYA (miR169) and DRE (miR169)] involved
in plant responses to drought. NF-Y TFs are represented by NF-
YA, NF-YB, andNF-YC families (Siefers et al., 2009). In Zeamays,
Nelson et al. (2007) verified that the overexpression of NF-YB
genes enhanced drought resistance. Li et al. (2008) described that
NF-YA5 reduces anthocyanin production and stomata aperture,
and control of stomata movement is an important mechanism
for plants to control loss of water from the leaves during drought
stress and to avoid dehydration. Alimohammadi et al. (2013)
unraveled the interaction between protein AFC2 kinase and
nuclear RNA splicing proteins (including SR45, SR33, SRZ-
22, and RSZP21), which are involved in the sugar-mediated
signaling pathway as well as in the epigenetic response via histone
phosphorylation in the resistance to water deficit in wild almond
P. scoparia. Interestingly, promoter analysis showed differentially
expressed genes harboring binding sites of MYB1 and MYB TFs,
which are involved in the dehydration response through the ABA
signaling pathway.
Cold stress causes tissue injury, delay in growth and reduction
in photosynthesis. Plants respond to low temperatures by altering
the expression of thousands of genes including TFs (Chinnusamy
et al., 2007). In almond, Barros et al. (2012b) showed that a
progressive increase in the transcript abundance of PdCBF2
(Prunus dulcis C-repeat binding factor) during autumn was
closely related to cold acclimation. The AP2 domain is also
considered a regulatory element that stimulates transcription in
response to low temperatures in plants (Díaz-Martín et al., 2005).
The CBF genes belong to the AP2/EREBDmultigene superfamily
of TFs, and their relationship to cold response and acclimation in
Prunus species is well-documented (Tittarelli et al., 2009; Barros
et al., 2012a,b; Trainin et al., 2013). CBF genes are considered key
regulators of cold acclimation, and the overexpression of CBF 1,
2, or 3 is capable of improving freezing tolerance in A. thaliana
plants (Owens et al., 2002). They cloned a CBF1-ortholog gene
of Fragaria × ananassa (FaCBF1) and P. cerasus (PcCBF1), and
the mRNA levels were up-regulated in the leaves of both crops
following exposure to 4◦C for a period of between 15min up
to 24 h. In the receptacles of two CaMV35S-CBF1-transgenic
lines of Fragaria × ananassa “Honeoye,” no significant changes
in freezing tolerance were observed in comparison to wild-type
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plants. Nevertheless, the temperatures at which 50% electrolyte
leakage occurred in detached leaf discs from the two transgenic
lines were −8.2◦C and −10.3◦C, respectively, suggesting the
influence of the FaCBF1 gene in cold acclimation. Kitashiba et al.
(2002) isolated three DREB1/CBF-like genes from P. avium L.
(sweet cherry), but only the expression of the D2 genes was
found to be induced at low temperature. In Prunus mume,
Zhang et al. (2013) also identified two CBF genes (PmCBFa and
PmCBFb), homologs of the sweet cherry PaDREB gene, which
were induced at low temperature. Mousavi et al. (2014) observed
that the CBF/DREB1 TF was highly expressed in the ovaries of P.
dulcis under freezing conditions, while no significant alteration
in expression was observed in anthers, reinforcing the regulatory
involvement of this TF family in cold acclimation.
Just as WRKY TFs have been linked to biotic stress responses
as described above, they have also been associated with abiotic
stress responses, like high salt or heat levels, osmotic stress, high
CO2 levels, high ozone concentrations, and cold or drought.
When plants are exposed to these abiotic stress situations,
WRKY TFs form part of the signaling processes associated with
transcriptional reprogramming, acting as negative or positive
regulators (Rushton et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012). Several
WRKY proteins have been shown to be involved in plant drought
and salinity stress responses (Golldack et al., 2011). In rice, the
overexpression of the OsWRKY11 gene under the control of the
HSP101 promoter has been shown to lead to enhanced drought
tolerance and to increase the survival rate of green plant parts
(Wu et al., 2009). In A. thaliana, the WRKY25 and WRKY33
genes have been shown to be responsive to both osmotic and
oxidative stress. The down-stream regulated target genes of
WRKY33 include transcripts with a role in ROS detoxification,
such as peroxidases and glutathione-S-transferases (Jiang and
Deyholos, 2009), suggesting that WRKY factors play a role as
key regulators in both osmotic and oxidative stress adaptation
(Golldack et al., 2011). Interaction between the WRKY TFs and
an ethylene response transcriptional co-activator (ERTCA) has
also been identified. This interaction was specifically induced
during a combination of drought and heat shock in tobacco
(Rizhsky et al., 2002), which suggests that this combination is
accompanied by the activation of a unique genetic program
that differs from the programs activated in plants during either
drought or heat shock alone.
TFs and miRNAs are Coordinated in the
Regulation of Target Genes Involved in
Organ Development and Response to
Abiotic Stresses
Studies on miRNAs have demonstrated that TFs are one
of the main targets of these genes (Molesini et al., 2012).
Different miRNAs target transcripts encoding TFs controlling
plant development and are involved in the abiotic stress response
(Xia et al., 2012).
Computational studies indicate that miRNAs and TFs appear
to form a complex regulatory network with their target genes.
These two regulatory circuits are strongly related, allowing
for the coordination between the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional control of their target genes (Cui et al., 2007). In
fact, genes with more TF-binding sites have a higher probability
of being targeted by miRNAs and have more miRNA-binding
sites on average. In this context, the identification of miRNA
targets via high-throughput degradome library sequencing, in
addition to the identification of transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs) in the promoter region of target genes, can contribute
to our understanding of developmental processes. In the case
of the peach model species, this approach is feasible due to the
availability of a high quality genome sequence, which makes
extensive study of promoter regions and miRNA targets obtained
from experimental procedures feasible. Using a degradome
approach, Luo et al. (2013) identified 259 miRNA targets in
peach, among which about 35%were TFs. It is worthy to note that
MiR156 and MiR157, two conserved miRNAs, not only targeted
SBP TF, but also targeted genes encoding protein associated
with energy metabolism, glucose metabolism, redox status, and
ion transport. The expression of many peach miRNAs is tissue-
specific or developmental stage-specific (Gao et al., 2012a; Luo
et al., 2013), suggesting coordination with TFs in the regulation of
miRNA target expression, as observed in mammalian cells (Tan
et al., 2008). Zhu et al. (2012) identified in peach three miRNAs
that collectively target 49 MYBs, 19 of which are known to
regulate phenylpropanoid metabolism, a key pathway associated
with stone hardening and fruit color development, highlighting
a critical role for miRNAs in the regulation of fruit development
and ripening.
miRNAs and TFs have been claimed to be responsible for
the high fluctuation in the expression profile of protein-coding
genes in response to drought at the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels (Sunkar et al., 2012; Nakashima et al.,
2014). A genome-wide identification of miRNAs associated with
drought in peach has made it possible to identify miRNAs
targeting mainly TFs and transporters that are differently
expressed in leaves and roots subjected to water stress (Eldem
et al., 2012). These results reinforce the fact that the miRNA-TF
regulatory network can differ among tissues. A similar approach
has been used to identify miRNAs associated with the chilling
response (Barakat et al., 2012). Several of the miRNAs identified
in this case were induced in winter buds and co-localized with
QTLs for chilling requirement and bloom date, thus making their
gene targets potential candidates for mediating plant responses to
cold stress.
New Breeding Opportunities
The post-genomic era in Prunus species, as well as in other
plant species, is characterized by two elements that can cause a
paradigmatic shift in the existing approaches: the development
of complete reference genomes and the introduction of new
methods of high-throughput sequencing of both DNA (DNA-
Seq) and RNA (RNA-Seq) (Martínez-Gómez et al., 2012).
At this moment, only two complete reference genomes
have been developed in Prunus. The IPGI (International
Peach Genome Initiative) has released the complete peach
genome sequence [peach genome (v1.0)], consisting of eight
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pseudomolecules (scaffold_1 to 8) representing the eight
peach chromosomes accounting for up to 96% of the peach
sequences (227.3Mb) (Verde et al., 2013). This species presents
important agronomical andmolecular advantages, including self-
compatibility, a short juvenile phase and a small genome size,
which make it suitable as a model within the Prunus genus
and the Rosaceae family (Jung et al., 2012; Verde et al., 2013).
In addition, Zhang et al. (2012) assembled a 280 Mbp genome
of Japanese apricot, anchoring 83.9% of the scaffolds to eight
chromosomes.
The availability of these complete reference genomes (mainly
the peach reference genome) presents one of the most interesting
molecular opportunities for the identification of candidate genes
linked to agronomic traits and for promoter identification from
genomic data. It is now possible to locate the closest markers
or candidate genes (including TFs) identified as associated with
different QTLs linked to agronomic traits in the reference
genome. These new opportunities are of particular interest in the
case of Prunus, where knowledge concerning the link between
genes and agronomic traits remains limited (Salazar et al., 2014).
With the genome sequences available, some strategies that
could be used in the functional analysis of Prunus TFs include
SNP genotyping assays and Genotyping by Sequencing. High-
throughput SNP tools have recently been developed in Prunus
species. In peach a 9K SNP array was developed using only
exonic SNPs (Verde et al., 2012), while both exonic and
intronic SNPs were used to construct the 6K cherry SNP array
(Peace et al., 2012). In apricot a first approach to developing
SNP markers combining RNA sequencing and SNPlex™ high-
throughput genotyping technology has been recently described,
FIGURE 3 | Localization on the peach genome map of loci and
transcription factors controlling fruit traits. Fruit color is controlled by
several loci within some of which TFs have been demonstrated to be the
genetic determinant of the trait such as for BL in the DBF locus on top of
chr5. BL interacts with NAC1 to positively (green arrows) regulate MYB10.1
The BL/NAC1 complex is repressed by SPL1 (red line) thus blocking
MYB10.1 transcription. MYB10.1, forming a complex with bHLH3 and 33,
positively regulate the transcription of structural genes in the
flavonoid/anthocyanin pathway, determining pigments accumulation. Closed
to NAC1, an additional NAC TF has been shown to contribute to the control
of maturity date. On chr5 is located MYB25 that controls the peach/nectarine
trait. Genetic markers developed on, or closely to the TF sequences are
highlighted by the blue and orange boxes, respectively. These markers have
been used to demonstrate that the genes are under the traits, thus will be
used for breeding. Similarly, other TFs known be directly involved in the
biological process responsible for a trait could be used to develop new
genetic markers. Vertical gray bars represent the eight peach chromosomes.
Small colored bars represent loci, which names are highlighted in gray,
controlling color (purple), maturation date (brown), and peach/nectarine (light
gray) traits. Loci for color are: Cs, flesh color around the stone; Ag, anther
color; Fc, flower color; Bf, blood flesh; DBF, dominant blood flesh; Sc, fruit
skin color; Gr, leaf color.
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and a significant decrease in the time and cost of genotyping
has been estimated (Salazar et al., 2015). Some of these SNPs
have already been located inside TF sequences. Due to their high
abundance, SNP markers allow us to cover a large proportion of
the genome and are ideal for mapping.
The selected genes and TFs can be blasted against the genomic
sequences of peach and A. thaliana in the Phytozome database
(http://www.phytozome.net/) to determine the corresponding
orthologous genes/sequences in these genomes. The 1500 bp
upstream of the transcriptional start point of the corresponding
genes in peach and Arabidopsis genomes can then be extracted
and considered as promoters. The upstream regions of the
selected genes can be analyzed using PLANTPAN (http://
plantpan.mbc.nctu.edu.tw) to predict TFs that can activate
the selected genes. PLANTPAN finds the TFBs (regulatory
elements) on the promoter regions of genes, and, based on
the shared TFBs, predicts which TFs might bind/activate all
or a majority of the considered genes. The location of the
TFs in the peach reference genomes represents an additional
advantage, because the gene functions are known. This fact
could greatly facilitate the isolation of genes via QTL map-
based cloning in the different Prunus species following the
association of these TFs with the identified QTLs (Salazar
et al., 2014) using peach as model species (Verde et al.,
2013).
On the other hand, the high level of performance of new
methodologies (“high-throughput” or “next generation” NGS)
for DNA sequencing (DNA-Seq, in 2005) and the generation
of cDNA from RNA (RNA-Seq, in 2008) have also been
causing a revolution in biological research. In this context, the
functional domains of TF genes can be used for developing
informative genic microsatellite markers, such as those obtained
in tomato and pepper (Yu et al., 2010) and chickpea (Kujur
et al., 2013). These markers, designed transcription factor
gene-derived microsatellite (TFGMS) and transcription factor
functional domain-associated microsatellite (TFFDMS) markers,
can be used in the high-throughput genotyping of new Prunus
accessions. Moreover, DNA-Seq technology allows for easier
resequencing of genotypes (Jackson et al., 2011), assuming a
reference-like genome, in the identification of new TFs in
different species. TF gene-derived markers are already a reality
in peach. They have been used, for example, for the selection
of nectarine- or peach-type fruits on the basis of the MYB25
sequence (Vendramin et al., 2014) for which a co-dominant
functional diagnostic marker (indelG) has been proposed; for the
selection of fruit maturity date using the NAC1 sequence variants
(Pirona et al., 2013); and for red flesh color, on the basis of the
marker linked to the BL allele (Zhou et al., 2015) (Figure 3).
Moreover, other TFs are very good candidates for being the
genetic determinants of other traits, such as an SBP and DAMS in
QTLs controlling fruit maturation (on LG4, Romeu et al., 2014)
and bud dormancy (LG1, Fan et al., 2010), respectively.
Finally, the well-known synteny among Prunus and
Rosaceae genomes (Jung et al., 2009) and transcriptomes
(Martínez-Gómez et al., 2011) offers additional molecular
opportunities for the analysis of TFs linked to agronomic
traits. We can consider the Prunus genus as a single gene pool
(Jung et al., 2009). In this regard, it is important to note the
transferability of molecular information about TFs identified
in the different Prunus species. This synteny has already been
studied in Prunus in relation to other genera inside the Rosaceae
family (Jung et al., 2012). This synteny can result in homologous
TFs from a common ancestral DNA including orthologous
genes from different species or paralogous genes involving new
functions (Shulaev et al., 2008).
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